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For I know the plans I have for
you," declares the LORD, "plans
to prosper you and not to harm

you, plans to give you hope and a
future.

 
- Jeremiah 29:11 (NIV)

http://www.biblica.com/en-us/bible/online-bible/niv/jeremiah/29/


Your Strategist

SUCCESS

Debranetta

Welcome to the Career Mom Community Goal Setting worksheet. This worksheet is
designed to help you effectively set goals and operate at your highest potential.

The beauty about this guide is that it gives you the ability to focus on what makes you
uniquely you!  It’s not a one size fits all template that highlights my success.  Instead,
it provides perspectives for you to figure out what is going to enable your success. 

As purpose driven women, our ability to manage our commitments so that we can
reach our goals is essential!

When I reflect on my personal and professional goals, I’ve been successful because I
manage long-term and short-term goals with resilience and the determination to
never give up. From these experiences, I’ve learned that the key to success includes
proper planning, strategy and grace.

Last year, God laid it on my heart to share my gifts of planning and strategy in a way
that would help other moms to balance, grow, and succeed. Out of obedience, I
founded Career Mom Community. This workbook is a part of that vision, and it is my
sincere hope that you lean into the goal setting process, take the tips, and apply them
to your life.

When you have completed this guide head over to our FB Group (Career Mom
Growth Group) and share your progress. A part of having a mom tribe includes
accountability. I can't wait to see your progress as you balance, grow and succeed!

About Career Mom Community

Career Mom Community is the premier online support community, blog, and
education hub for ambitious moms with a heart's desire to balance, grow and
succeed in life!



HOW DO I DEFINE SUCCESS... HOW DO I MEASURE SUCCESS...

WHAT DOES SUCCESS 
LOOK LIKE...

WHY IS SUCCESS 
IMPORTANT...



CLARITY...

UNIVERSAL TECHNIQUE

Once you determine a system that

will work for you, you can leverage

it to set any type of goal (see page 4).

Here's how I approach goal setting:

- Where am I going?

- What are my goals?

- What is my strategy?

- What is my plan of action?

- What will keep me accountable?

G
O
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If you don't have clarity about where
you are going, it will be hard to set
effective goals.

Clarity is needed in order to
succeed. Once you have an idea of
where you are going or what you
would like to accomplish, you can
then set goals to help get you there.

Lacking clarity? Let's chat on an
ideation session...



Types of Goals
JUST A FEW IDEAS...

SPIRTUAL 

FINANCIAL

HEALTH

PRACTICAL

PROFESSIONAL

RELATIONSHIPS

Goals that nurture
and develop you

spiritually

What goals do you
have related to your

resources?

Goals that promote
health and wellness

Everyday activities
that help you
navigate life

Includes businesses,
career and

philanthropic 

Goals that nurture
and deepen

relationships



 Set some goals
Remember to write them in the SMART goals format. They should be specific, measurable,

actionable, realistic and time bound.
Bonus Tip: Think about what you'd like to accomplish in 2022 and set goals to help get you there!
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"Goals are the fuel in the
furnace of achievement." 

– Brian Tracy

Assess Your Goals

Questions to ask:

Q: Are these goals good for you in this season of life?

Q: Did I consider other commitments when creating these goals?

Q: Do these goals tie into my long-term goals?
Bonus tip: If the answer is no, re-evaluate!
 
Q: Do I have an accountability system to keep me on target and on tasks with
these goals?

Q: Have you set this goal before?  If so, did you accomplish it?  
Bonus Tip: Here is your chance to assess previous wins and learn valuable
lessons... let's chat if you need help with your assessment!

Of the 10 goals you set, what are your top 3? Think of these as your "I must do this" goals!



www.careermomcommunity.com

overwhelm and frustration
feeling like they have to sacrifice
time, freedom, and joy
low productivity
ineffective goals setting
career and business stagnation
financial setbacks that lead to stress

Planning and productivity coaching
Consultative ideation sessions
Curated resources for the modern
on the go mom

Career Mom Community helps
purpose- driven women who are
navigating career, entrepreneurship,
and more, balance life, grow and
achieve their goals.  The motto of
Career Mom Community is "balance,
grow, succeed"! 

Career Mom Community assist
working women to overcome: 

How do we that? We focus on three
areas:

About our CEO: Debranetta Howard, MBA is
the CEO of CMC and Consulting and
creator of Career Mom Community a blog,
online community, and resource hub for
ambitious mothers who are chasing kids
and chasing dreams!

As both the visionary and lead
coach/consultant, she provides her clients
with action plans that lead to sustainable
success and lasting transformation!

Debranetta has a diverse scope of
knowledge gained from working with
fortune 50 companies and other niche
endeavors over the past 10 years.  This
knowledge allows her to coach clients
through action- oriented ideation sessions
with a strategic focus. 

Her keen sense of planning allows her to
help clients create a lifestyle that's free
feom burnout and overwhelm. 

A firm believer that wealth and faith are not
mutually exclusive, Debranetta is
passionate about helping working women
advance in career, grown in business, and
build generational wealth

You can learn more about how she helps
clients balance life, grow in career, and
succeed by visiting
careermomcommunity.com and join the
private Facebook Group: Career Mom and
Mompreneur Success Circle!

"YOUR SUCCESS AWAITS!" - DEBRANETTA

About Career Mom Community...



WHAT NEXT?
Are you an ambitious mom struggling to "balance it all"? You career, business, family, etc?

Do you struggle with creating systems that work in your everyday life that allows you to achieve
your goals without getting overwhelmed and burnt out?

Allow me to help you to develop systems and actions plans to jump start the NEW YEAR!

 

I invite you to sign up for a "Plan with Me Coaching" sessions 

Your $67 investment will include:

- Planning Assessment (self-guided) to determine the best fit cadence, planning style and

systems to establish.  

- A 45- minute call to review the assessment and establish your systems(s)

Sign up at https://calendly.com/thecoachd/1hr 

m o d u l e  #    |   l e s s o n  #     |     c o u r s e  n a m e

Your Success Awaits...

- Debranetta 


